Pattern contrast discrimination is typically studied with simultaneous onset of the base contrast (C) and added contrast (AC) patterns. I measured contrast discrimination functions at pattern offset. A brief (30 msec) localized, spatially narrow-band D6 test stimulus was AC. The onset of AC was simultaneous with the offset of a large, 500 msec cosine pattern (the base contrast 0. The D6 was either positive or negative contrast, and was masked by either positive or negative contrast, i.e., a light or dark bar of the cosine pattern. Stimuli were 3 cpd. Discrimination of negative AC at the offset of positive contrast followed a "dipper" function, as if the OFF pathway were isolated. A dipper function was also obtained for a positive AC at the offset of negative contrast (ON pathway isolation). But same-polarity AC and C yield a monotonic discrimination function ("bumper" function) at the offset of C, suggesting inhibitory interaction. These discrimination functions for same-and opposite-polarity AC and C are the reverse of functions obtained at pattern onset. Manipulations of temporal asynchrony between patterns and manipulations of pattern polarity are thus functionally equivalent in determining the form of the contrast discrimination function. In a second experiment, I determined AC at times before and after the offset of a high-contrast C and manipulated pattern polarity. The time course of threshold change is different for same vs oppositepolarity test and mask. The results suggest that interaction between ON and OFF pathways is delayed relative to the masking process within a pathway. Interaction between pathways may function to improve temporal resolution by suppressing persistence of neural response in the complementary pathway. The present pattern polarity and temporal asynchrony effects on the contrast discrimination function also decisively falsify the "uncertainty" hypothesis for lowcontrast threshold facilitation (the dipper).
INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the most obvious and fundamental way to segment the early visual system into neural "channels" is to define separate ON and OFF pathways (Schiller, 1992; Kremers et al., 1993) . Neurons within the retinocortical system respond selectively to stimulus polarity (Kuffler, 1953; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968) . Units in the ON pathway increase spike rate to an increase in luminance or pattern contrast (or to a decrease in negative contrast). Units in the OFF pathway increase firing to a decrease in luminance or contrast (or an increase in negative contrast).
In ascending the system from bipolar to cortical cell, the ON and OFF pathways change markedly in the spatial configuration of the receptive field of a unit. Ultimately, at area Vl in cortex, simple cells identified as ON or OFF respond selectively to stimulus orientation and spatial frequency as well as to polarity (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Maffei & Fiorentini, 1973; Movshon et al., 1978) . Up to now, human psychophysical research has tried to reveal only the spatial frequency and orientation selectivity displayed by cortical neurons. Pattern stimuli have been used as probes of cortical responses in human psychophysical paradigms (DeValois & DeValois, 1988) . In this paper, I attempt to go a step further by probing the polarity selectivity in cortical responses. I will describe experiments intended to selectively activate cortical ON and OFF pathways using patterns that present either positive or negative contrast.
The experimental technique that I use is the pattern masking paradigm. In a typical pattern masking experiment, each trial presents a visual mask pattern that obscures a test pattern. The presence of the mask increases the contrast necessary to detect the superimposed test stimulus (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Wilson et al., 1983) In many masking experiments, the test and mask stimuli were identical cosine patterns. In these cases, the test is detectable as a global change in contrast (e.g., Legge & Foley, 1980) . More recently, we have studied masking with an extended cosine as mask but with a small, localized D6 pattern* (Bowen & Wilson, 1994) . The cosine mask has a long duration (500 msec) while the D6 test is much briefer (30 msec) as in the classic Crawford paradigm (1947) . The test is thus detectable as a transient and spatially localized change in contrast, a case that is similar to contrast discriminations in natural settings. Further, the test can be negative in contrast and can be superimposed upon a dark bar of the cosine. This permits exploration of OFF pathway function in masking and contrast discrimination.
Finally, the temporal structure of this paradigm allows one to present the test at times before, during or after the mask presentation, with the potential to reveal transient effects of the masking stimulus. It is well established that cosine mask effects on a D6 test are dependent on mask orientation (Phillips & Wilson, 1984; Bowen & Wilson, 1994) and spatial frequency (Wilson et al., 1983) thus indicating a degree of cortical processing.?
In this paper, and two prior related papers, I have applied the pattern masking paradigm to the study of cortical ON and OFF pathways (Bowen & Wilson, 1994; Bowen, 1995) . The strategy is to selectively activate ON and OFF pathways by manipulating the polarity (positive or negative contrast) of D6 test patterns and the spatial phase (masking by light bar or dark bar) of cosine masks. One important previous result is that there is more masking (greater threshold elevation) when simultaneously presented test and mask are of opposite polarity *The so-called D6 pattern is a multilobed, oriented pattern whose across-axis luminance profile is defined by the sixth derivative of a Gaussian function and whose along-axis profile follows a simple Gaussian (Wilson et al., 1983) . This pattern is one of a group of spatially narrow-band stimuli that are intended to mimic cortical receptive field structure; other patterns include the Gabor (Daugman, 1985) and the difference of Gaussian or DOG (Wilson & Bergen, 1979) . Such patterns have a central lobe of peak luminance (above or below mean luminance) and flanking lobes of opposite luminance polarity and lower luminance than the center lobe. The contrast, polarity, orientation and spatial frequency of these pattern patches are pertinent experimental variables. ?A separable cortical contribution to pattern masking now in fact seems evident. Bowen & Wilson (1994) demonstrated that cosine masks raise threshold for a D6 pattern by a much greater factor than do uniform fields equated to peak or trough luminance levels in the cosine. This suggests two concatenated sites for masking: a relatively weak, early retinal luminance adaptation process and a late and robust cortical process. Bowen and Wilson also tested for orientation selectivity with a low-frequency (1 cycle per deg) square-wave mask pattern and a higher-frequency (3 cideg) D6 test. With vertical test and mask, there was substantial masking. With a horizontal mask, the vertical D6 test was still completely covered by the same luminance as the light bar of the mask and the masking effect decreased sharply to the level produced merely by an extended uniform field of the same luminance.
This dramatic orientation dependence clearly indicates a cortical contribution to pattern masking. than when they are the same polarity. For oppositepolarity stimuli, test contrast generally must exceed mask contrast, and by an amount greater than the unmasked threshold. I inferred from this that the test is detected through an isolated polarity-appropriate pathway, ON for positive tests, OFF for negative tests. I also attributed the higher thresholds for opposite-polarity stimuli to inhibitory interaction between cortical ON and OFF pathways generated at mask pattern onset. Figure 1 depicts the influence of the putative betweenpathway interaction.
The figure illustrates some data from Bowen (1995) in the form of threshold level luminance profiles. The dashed line represents a 0.2 contrast (called C) cosine mask, the solid line is the sum of mask and threshold-contrast D6 pattern, positive test in Fig. l(a) , negative in Fig. l(b) . The threshold (called AC) for a positive D6 on a light bar of a 0.2 contrast mask is 0.09, but for a negative D6, the threshold (negative) contrast is 0.24, exceeding by 0.04 the contrast of the (positive) mask itself. Thus, the negative D6 is detected as a physical decrement below mean luminance. This decremental contrast also exceeds the unmasked threshold for the negative D6. If ON and OFF pathways were independently responding to contrast change, the negative D6 should have been detected as a decrease in mask contrast of the same absolute size required for a positive test (i.e., net decrease of mask contrast to 0.11 from 0.2). The threshold requirement of physical negative contrast suggests that detection of the negative D6 must be mediated through the OFF pathway, and the large elevation of opposite-polarity threshold implies interaction between two pathways of differing polarity sensitivity. We have also shown that this interaction is patternspecific in that there is no threshold difference for positive and negative D6 tests when masked by uniform fields of light (Bowen & Wilson, 1994) . In summary, the positive-negative threshold asymmetry evident in data like those of Fig. 1 suggests that activation of one pathway by the mask can inhibit the opposite pathway. A D6 test is nevertheless detected through the inhibited pathway.
If pattern stimuli succeed in tapping cortical ON and OFF pathways, a pathway should be activated by either turning on a suprathreshold mask of appropriate contrast polarity or turning off a mask of opposite contrast polarity.
For example, the OFF pathway might be activated either by the onset of a negative contrast or by the offset of a positive contrast. This possibility is enhanced by the use of a long duration mask (500 msec). The long temporal separation of the onset and offset of the mask ought to produce strong activation of only one pathway for either stimulus event. A briefer stimulus might activate both ON and OFF pathways, as is implied by biphasic or multiphasic psychophysical impulse response functions (Burr & Morrone, 1993; Bowen, 1989) .
In the present experiments, I will determine masking effects on D6 tests presented at and near in time to the offset of a long duration cosine mask. The first experiment measured contrast discrimination, AC (the test contrast) as a function of C (the mask contrast) for onset of AC simultaneous with the offset of C. Previously, in Bowen (1995) , I determined contrast discrimination functions for simultaneous onset of AC and C of same and opposite polarity. Stimuli were 3 c/deg in spatial frequency, as in Bowen (1995) . This experiment will show that contrast discrimination at mask pattern offset with a given polarity of C is the functional equivalent of masking at onset with C of the opposite contrast polarity. Temporal manipulation of AC relative to C seems to be another strategy for observing isolation and interaction of ON and OFF pathways in human vision.
same vs opposite-polarity AC and C have distinctively different time courses for a given spatial frequency, perhaps reflecting temporal differences for betweenpathway vs within-pathway masking processes. There are also differences in SOA functions between spatial frequency conditions that suggest that these conditions favor pathways that might also be defined as transient or sustained in nature (Shapley, 1990) .
METHODS

Observers
In a second experiment, I manipulated the stimulus Three graduate students in psychology (CL, LH and onset asynchrony (SOA) of AC (test) relative to the time SR) served as observers. They were compensated for of offset of a high-contrast C (mask). The stimuli were their participation, they were experienced with the either 3 c/deg (as in Experiment 1) or 6 c/deg. I also psychophysical task, but they were not aware of the varied stimulus polarity. The resulting SOA functions for purpose of the experiments. The author (RB) participated in one component of Experiment 2. All observers wore their customary refractive correction.
Stimulus generation and psychophysical method
In Experiment 1, I measure contrast discrimination, AC as a function of C. In Experiment 2, I vary the time delay between AC and a fixed high-contrast C. The contrast discrimination paradigm is a variant of a pattern masking procedure (Georgeson & Georgeson, 1987) . Accordingly, throughout the paper I will refer to the base contrast (C) as the mask and the threshold added-contrast (AC) as the test.
Detailed descriptions of the stimulus generation and calibration, and the general psychophysical method have already been given in Bowen & Wilson (1994) and Bowen (1995) . Briefly, visual patterns representing C and AC were generated on two eight-bit gray level monitors controlled by an Apple Macintosh computer.* These stimuli were optically superimposed using a prism beam splitter. Because of the beam splitter, the available contrast in either pattern was limited to a Michelson value of 0.5. The added contrast AC was a localized patch of pattern with luminance profile defined by a sixth spatial derivative of a Gaussian (a D6 pattern) in the horizontal dimension multiplied by a Gaussian in the vertical dimension, as follows:
(1) C is the contrast.
L mean is the mean luminance.
A D6 pattern can be either positive (incremental peak luminance) or negative (decremental peak). For a positive D6, Lextreme is the maximum luminance in the pattern, and AC varies from 0 to 1. For a negative D6, L extreme is the minimum luminance, and AC varies from 0 to -1. But in order to compare graphically thresholds for positive and negative contrast tests, AC values for negative D6 patterns are plotted (in Figs 2, (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) as if the values were positive. The peak spatial frequency of the D6 is determined by horizontal space constant (ox); the spatial frequency of the D6 was 3 c/deg in Experiment 1 and either 3 or 6 c/deg in Experiment 2. The vertical space constant was 44 min of arc for both spatial frequencies. The AC pattern was 30 msec in duration.
In both experiments, the base contrast C was a cosine pattern (5.1 deg square) presented for 500 msec. The cosine always had the same spatial frequency as the test. The contrast of the cosine mask is defined as for the D6 test, which is also the same as the Michelson contrast.
*The software for controlling experiments was developed and supplied by Hugh Wilson. Custom modifications of the system were made in my laboratory.
The test (AC) was presented at the center of the display, and was viewed foveally with fixation aided by cross hairs at the margins of the display. The spatial phase of the mask was set at either 0 or 180 deg so that a given test was superimposed on either a light bar or dark bar of the mask (Fig. 1) . The SOA between AC (test) onset and C (mask) onset could be varied in 16 msec steps. The stimuli on the monitor screens were presented in darkness at a distance of 1.25 m.
The psychophysical method was a two-interval forcedchoice procedure. In an observer-initiated trial, two successive presentations of the base contrast stimulus occurred (interstimulus interval of 1000 msec), with the 30 msec AC pattern presented at a fixed SOA in either the first or second C interval. The onset of each C presentation was marked by a tone. The observer indicated which interval contained the AC pattern by depressing a key. Contrast levels of AC were varied randomly. In an experimental run, five D6 contrast levels and 20 trials per level were used, A single-run threshold was calculated by fitting a Quick (1974) function to the data using a maximum likelihood estimation technique. Thresholds were 75% correct points estimated from these functions. Final threshold values were the mean of three or four daily threshold values.
A description of specific stimulus conditions tested is given with the account of each experiment.
EXPERIMENT 1
The first experiment was designed to measure contrast discrimination functions at pattern offset. The spatial phase of the cosine mask (C) was 0 deg so that positive or negative D6 tests (AC) were superimposed on a light bar of the mask. The contrast of the mask ranged from 0.00625 to 0.3. Observer CL was also tested in a 180 deg mask phase condition (tests masked by a dark bar). The SOA was 500 msec so that the onset of the 30 msec test was simultaneous with the offset of the 500 msec mask. At this SOA value, the test replaces the mask with zero delay and thus test and mask are not physically present at the same time. The condition was expected to probe OFF pathway activation at offset of positive contrast, or ON pathway activation at offset of negative contrast. Figure 2 shows contrast discrimination functions at mask offset for observer CL. shows data for the 180 deg phase mask (test on dark bar). Unmasked contrast thresholds (against the 50 cd/m* mean luminance) are plotted on the vertical axes above B (Blank). As in Bowen & Wilson (1994) and Bowen (1995) Table 1. 1986). In these functions, there is threshold facilitation at low C (values of 0.0125Xl.025). At higher base contrast, AC follows a power function of C (straight line on these log-log coordinates). Here opposite-polarity test and mask at mask offset produce a discrimination function like that observed for same-polarity stimuli that have simultaneous onset (Legge & Foley, 1980; Bowen, 1995) . Same-polarity test and mask (open symbols, top panel; solid symbols, bottom panel) produce a monotonic relation, a "bumper" function (Bowen & Cotten, 1993) . In this, AC increases with C and also follows a power function at high C, but with elevated thresholds. A bumper discrimination function occurs at mask onset using opposite rather than same-polarity stimuli (Bowen & Cotten, 1993; Bowen, 1995; Yang & Makous, 1995) . For either mask polarity condition, the functions for same and opposite polarity tests are separated across the entire range of C. Figure 3 shows data for observers LH and SR for the 0 deg mask condition only. These observers show essentially the same effects as observer CL.
RESULTS: EXPERIMENT 1
The standard errors (SE) of the measurements in Figs 2 and 3 were typically less than 0.05 log unit. As explicated Table 1. in Bowen (1995) the criterion separation of two data points to show a statistically significant difference is 2.77 SEs, which in this case is approximately 0.14 log unit. Since same and opposite-polarity discrimination functions in Figs 2 and 3 differ by about 0.2 to 0.3 log unit at the minimum of the dipper and at high contrast, the separation of the functions is significant. The pattern of the data in Figs 2 and 3 is exactly the opposite of that obtained in Bowen (1995) using the same stimuli but with contrast discrimination at pattern onset. I infer, for pattern masking, that the offset of a light bar of a cosine is the functional equivalent of the onset of a dark bar, and dark bar offset is the functional equivalent of light bar onset. The data suggest that offset of a light bar of the mask activates the OFF pathway, and offset of a dark bar activates the ON pathway.
Facilitation of contrast discrimination can be accounted for by an accelerated nonlinear contrast response at low C (Nachmias & Kocher, 1970) and simple cortical neurons exhibit the requisite type of contrast response (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Geisler & Albrecht, 1995) . A dipper function is thus consistent with the idea that contrast discrimination is mediated through the response of a single pathway, ON or OFF (Bowen, 1995) . If so, the fact that I obtain dipper functions here with oppositepolarity stimuli apparently shows that both mask offset and test onset stimulate the same pathway. These data would then also provide evidence that the underlying contrast response is essentially similar in both OFF and ON cortical pathways (Bowen, 1995) . The straight lines in Figs 2 and 3 represent best-fit power functions, the exponents of which are given in Table 1 . For all observers, the functions for positive and negative tests are approximately parallel in that slope values for positive and negative tests are nearly equal. Thus, at high base contrasts, values of AC differ by a constant factor. In Bowen (1995) , for simultaneous onset of test and mask, I also found that the high-contrast slopes of the discrimination functions for positive and negative tests were identical with elevated thresholds for oppositepolarity test and mask. I interpreted that as indicating divisive inhibition between ON and OFF pathways at high contrast. The same result appears here, perhaps due to pathway activation by the offset of a high-contrast mask. Figure 4 gives an analysis of contrast discrimination data that I used in Bowen (1995) . The figure plots IACI -ICI as a function of C for the data in the monotonic functions of Figs 2 and 3 from same-polarity test and mask. Open circles represent positive tests at light bar offset; solid circles represent negative tests at dark bar offset (observer CL only). In interpreting this plot, I want to assume that the offset of a light or dark bar of the cosine produces a functional inversion of the contrast of the mask from positive to negative or negative to positive. The use of absolute value notation for samepolarity stimuli reflects this assumption. A value of IACl -ICI that is greater than zero means that a positive test was detected as a net contrast increment or a negative test detected as a net contrast decrement relative to the mask. The horizontal line represents the unmasked contrast threshold. With the exception of a few points at the highest mask contrasts (observers LH and SR only), values of IACl-ICI are positive. I interpret this as indicating that the threshold is mediated through an isolated ON or OFF pathway. Pathway isolation is suggested by the fact that test contrast must exceed the mask contrast (which is functionally of opposite polarity) in order to be detected (Bowen, 1995) .
Values of IACl -/Cl at the lowest C values lie close to the unmasked threshold. I obtained the same effect at low C for simultaneous onset of test and mask with the opposite polarity of mask (Bowen, 1995) . I interpret a constant value of IACI-ICI at the level of the unmasked contrast threshold as evidence for a linear subtractive process between ON and OFF pathways. The test contrast must linearly cancel the effective (here sign-inverted) mask contrast, ultimately exceeding mask contrast by its own unmasked threshold. At higher mask C, values of lACl--ICI rise above the value for the unmasked threshold, so the subtractive process gives way to the divisive relationship between positive and negative thresholds discussed above. The overall pattern in Fig. 4 closely resembles the variation of IACI-ICI with C for simultaneous onset of physically opposite-polarity stimuli (Bowen, 1995 ; Fig. 9 ). This provides additional support for the idea that the offset of one polarity contrast is functionally equivalent to the onset of the opposite polarity contrast as it affects contrast discrimination.
EXPERIMENT 2
This experiment was designed to give information about the time course of threshold elevation for same and opposite-polarity test and mask for a range of SOA values near the offset of the mask. The experiment also tested stimuli of different spatial frequencies, 3 and 6 cldeg.
Masking by a 3 cldeg grating
The cosine mask contrast was fixed at 0.3. The mask was in either 0 deg (light bar) or 180 deg (dark bar) spatial phase relative to a positive or negative D6 test. All stimuli were 3 c/deg. The mask (C) was 500 msec, the test (AC) was 30 msec. The test was presented at SOA values relative to mask offset (SOA = 500) ranging from 333 msec (onset of test precedes offset of mask) to 600 msec (onset of test follows offset of mask). Observers LH and SR served in the experiment. Observer RB was tested at SOA values from 433 to 533 msec for a 0 deg cosine mask only.
Masking by a 6 cldeg grating
A 6 c/deg mask was also tested for observers LH and SR. The mask was again 0.3 contrast and 500 msec in duration. The test was 30 msec. Only a 0 deg phase (light bar) mask was used. SOA values from 300 to 600 were used.
RESULTS: EXPERIMENT 2
Figures 5-7 give the 3 c/deg masking data. The vertical line in each panel marks the offset of the 500 msec cosine mask. The horizontal line is a reference line showing the unmasked contrast threshold on the mean luminance field (average threshold for positive and negative D6 test patterns). In Figs 5 and 6, the additional diamond-shaped data points at SUA = 500 are data from Experiment 1. Experiment 2 also measured thresholds at this SOA, and the replication is generally good. (An exception is the negative test condition for observer LH, but its position would not affect the form of the function.) Consider first the 0 deg phase condition (top panels of Figs 5-7) where the offset of positive contrast in the mask is intended to activate OFF pathway. At SOA = 333 mset, thresholds for positive and negative D6s are nearly equal. For negative D6 tests, all three observers show an early rise in threshold which seems to peak prior to the offset of the mask. The fact that a rise in threshold can occur before any change in the stimulus has been attributed to a difference in visual latency between a high-contrast or high-intensity mask (short latency) and a threshold level test (long latency) (Crawford, 1947; Boynton & Siegfried, 1962) . After reaching this early peak, AC for the negative D6 declines continuously out to SOA = 600 msec, where positive and negative thresholds converge. I will assert that the SOA function for negative tests here reflects activation of the OFF pathway by offset of positive contrast.
For positive D6 tests, the SOA function peaks later, at SOA = 500, and to a much greater elevation in threshold than for negative tests. I propose that this later, stronger threshold elevation represents inhibition of the ON pathway (as indexed by positive test threshold) that results from activation of the OFF pathway by positive mask offset.
The offset of negative contrast [Figs 5(b) Figs S(a) and 6(a) . The data for positive tests begin to rise before those for negative tests do. Both observers show a large peak in threshold for negative D6 tests at SOA = 500, after which thresholds decline. The effects of the offset of negative contrast appear to be the inverse of the effects of turning off positive contrast.
Here positive tests index ON pathway activity, negative tests index inhibition of the OFF pathway, as I will discuss.
The overall pattern of data in Figs 5-7 indicate an early increase in threshold for opposite-polarity stimuli relative to same-polarity stimuli at pattern offset. This small transient threshold elevation ought to be mediated within a single pathway, ON or OFF. The large transient threshold elevation for same-polarity stimuli seems to reflect interaction between pathways.
The 6 c/deg data are given in Fig. 8 beginning 50 msec before pattern offset. This higher spatial frequency condition may favor sustained pathways which do not show response transients at stimulus offset. This is in contrast to the 3 c/deg condition, which may reflect processing through transient pathways (Shapley, 1990) .
For same-polarity conditions (open symbols), there is a sharp elevation of threshold at 500 msec SOA, just as there was for the 3 cldeg condition. If this elevation does represent between-pathway interaction, the interaction is similar for both spatial frequency conditions.
POSITIV&NEGATIVE THRESHOLD RATIO
An important aspect of the results is how the thresholds for positive vs negative tests change for various *The literature shows that incremental and decremental luminance thresholds are not always equal. Sometimes the decremental threshold is less than the incremental one, although this result has usually been obtained with circular light targets of broad spatial spectra (e.g., Short, 1966; Cohn & Lasley, 1975) . Periodic sawtooth contrast sensitivity also shows a lower threshold for rapid-OFF sawtooth than rapid-ON sawtooth waveform (Bowen et al., 1989 (Bowen et al., , 1992 .
conditions of pattern masking. In the absence of a mask, upon a uniform mean luminance field, these thresholds are about equal so that their ratio is l.O.* A given masking condition changes that ratio dramatically. This is shown in Fig. 9 , which plots some SOA functions from Experiment 2 in terms of threshold ratios. The data are replotted from Fig Several features of this threshold ratio plot are notable. First, the construction of the y axes is intended to highlight the striking symmetry in the threshold ratio function for offset of positive contrast vs offset of negative contrast. For each observer, the functions are nearly mirror images of each other. This symmetry of masking effect also reflects individual differences between observers: for LH, the maximum threshold ratio is about 3.0 at dark or light bar offset, while for SR the maximum is about 2.0 for either condition.
This plot also verifies the differences in time course over SOA suggested for same and opposite-polarity conditions. For all four functions, the ratio dips below 1.0 around SOA of 450 msec, indicating a small and early elevation of opposite-polarity test threshold. In all functions, the threshold ratio peaks at SOA of 500 msec, reflecting the later and much greater threshold elevation for same-polarity test and mask observed in the original data.
These threshold ratio plots substantiate the differences in time course for same and opposite-polarity noted from the functions in Figs 5 and 6. They also illustrate that masking by pattern offset generates strong positive- Derived from data of Fig. 3 (observer CL) . The y axis is as in Fig. 9 . See legend for conditions. negative threshold asymmetries that are completely reversible with changes in mask polarity. The threshold ratio plot can also underscore conclusions from Experiment 1. Figure 10 shows threshold ratios as a function of mask contrast based on the data of Fig. 2 (observer CL) for light bar masking (0 deg mask, open symbols) and dark bar masking (180 deg mask, solid symbols). The y axis is constructed as in Fig. 9 .
Note first that threshold ratios are near 1 only at the lowest mask contrast and exceed 1 elsewhere. This reflects the overall elevation of the discrimination function for same-polarity test and mask seen in the original figures. The ratio peaks at mask contrast of 0.025, near the minimum of the dipper for oppositepolarity discrimination at mask offset. For mask contrast of 0.05 or greater the ratio is approximately constant, confirming that high-contrast discrimination functions for opposite vs same-polarity stimuli differ by a constant factor (same power function slopes as in Table 1 ). Finally, note again the symmetry in these ratio functions. This substantiates the observation that mask polarity (negative vs positive) can be functionally exchanged for test SOA (at offset vs onset) in determining the form of the contrast discrimination function.
DISCUSSION
The present paper demonstrates significant pattern polarity effects for contrast discrimination functions determined at pattern offset. These effects are complementary to polarity effects observed at pattern onset (Bowen, 1995) . In Experiment 1, with AC at mask offset, a dipper function is obtained for opposite-polarity AC and C. As indicated above, the nonlinear low-contrast response of cortical neurons can account for the dipper facilitation (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Geisler & Albrecht, 1995) . I infer that the dipper effect at pattern offset is mediated through one pathway only: ON for offset of negative contrast, OFF for offset of positive contrast. The symmetric effects of mask polarity from Experiment 1 also suggest that ON and OFF pathways exhibit the same contrast response, as also shown in Bowen (1995) .
At pattern offset, same-polarity test and mask patterns produce a monotonic discrimination function, with elevated contrast thresholds. The analysis of Fig. 4 suggests that detection of the test AC is mediated through the polarity-appropriate pathway. This is pathway isolation. The strongly elevated thresholds suggest that the detection pathway is inhibited by the oppositepolarity pathway activated by the mask. This is ON-OFF pathway interaction, and the interaction seems to be divisive in nature (Table 1) as is also observed at mask onset (Bowen, 1995) .
This interpretation of the monotonic discrimination function is the same as that in Bowen (1995) for simultaneous onset AC and C with physical superposition of stimuli (Fig. 1) . But the offset masking case of Experiment 1 is a little unusual from a physical point of view, and it is important to consider the idea that pattern polarity effects on contrast discrimination might arise merely from the physical time course of contrast change.
Physical aspects of contrast discrimination at pattern offset
In an ordinary contrast discrimination experiment, the base contrast C and the added contrast AC are presented simultaneously. At values of C that are below detection threshold, AC could dip below its unmasked threshold because of physical contrast summation with the subthreshold mask (C). This explanation for the dipper effect is a purely physical one that is sometimes referred to as a pedestal effect (the base contrast is a pedestal that lifts the added contrast above detection threshold; e.g., Yang & Makous, 1995) . The interpretation of the dipper effect demands that the mask C be below threshold, since if C is above threshold, AC must then depend on visual processing of C (e.g., by a low-contrast response nonlinearity).
In Experiment 1, AC was presented at an SOA of 500 msec relative to the 500 msec duration C. Thus the stimuli are not physically superimposed, but rather the brief AC replaces the base contrast C. An astute reviewer pointed out that this physical exchange of test for mask also creates a pedestal effect, but for opposite-polarity stimuli. For example, if offset of positive contrast in the mask is subthreshold, it may facilitate detection of a negative D6 by introducing a negative-contrast pedestal. Conversely, threshold will increase monotonically for positive D6 tests at mask offset since a subthreshold mask now effectively subtracts from test contrast, forcing AC to increase continuously, a bumper effect.
A pedestal hypothesis could explain the dipper and bumper effects in Figs 2 and 3. However, I have measured the contrast threshold for the 500 msec cosine mask (C) to be less than 0.005 for all observers. This was determined with the same two-interval forced choice methods employed in the main experiments. With such a low threshold value, the dipper and bumper effects of Figs 2 and 3 that occur at base contrasts of 0.0125 to 0.025 cannot reflect subthreshold physical summation and cancellation, as proposed by the reviewer.
For high contrast masks, pedestal summation or cancellation principles are also clearly not applicable. Instead, for example, at the offset of a positive mask of high base contrast (C of 0.1 or more), an exchanged positive D6 test ought to be detectable as a contrast decrement, i.e., with contrast less than that of the mask. This should be so on purely physical grounds, since a test lower in contrast than the mask will present the same change in contrast as a test higher in contrast than the mask. This prediction also assumes that ON and OFF pathways are independent (not interacting) and that either might mediate test detection.
However, a positive test is not usually detectable as a decrement in contrast relative to the mask. For many conditions its contrast must substantially exceed the contrast of the mask it replaces, so that it is incremental relative to the mask. This fact is the main point of the . For observer LH, in fact, the decremental contrast value is less than the unmasked threshold for a negative D6, suggesting that the positive test in this case had to have been detected as an increment (pathway isolation).
The raw psychometric data from Experiment 1 also point to pathway isolation. In measuring same-polarity D6 contrast thresholds with the two-interval forced choice procedure, a range of contrast values both below and above the mask contrast were tested. The resulting psychometric functions indicate that percent correct generally increases monotonically from chance levels at low contrast values to approach perfect discrimination at high. If, for example, positive D6 tests were detectable as contrast decrements following offset of positive contrast, the psychometric function should be non-monotonic, with high percent correct at both lower and higher values of test contrast.
Although the specific temporal configuration used in Experiment 1 offers plausible alternative interpretations of the data, details of the data indicate that the D6 stimuli achieve pathway isolation and that the test must be detected through the sign-appropriate pathway (Bowen, 1995) .
Presumably the localized, narrow-band character of the D6 stimulus helps confine detection through the pathway of the same sign. The D6 is probably not unique in this respect, and various probe stimuli of similar spatial configuration (Footnote 1, p. 186) might also produce isolation effects. It is interesting to note that when AC and C are both extended cosine patterns, contrast increments and decrements yield equal thresholds at high base contrast (Kulikowski, 1976; Bowen, 1995) . Pattern polarity effects are absent with a stimulus that presumably stimulates multiple pattern-selective mechanisms.
ON-OFF pathway interaction
The data of Experiment 1 suggest test detection through isolated ON or OFF pathways. Given isolation, the considerable elevation of same-polarity thresholds at mask offset must be accounted for. I want to attribute this elevation to ON-OFF pathway interaction, similar to that occurring at mask onset (Bowen & Wilson, 1994; Bowen, 1995) .
If there was no interaction between pathways, a given polarity of mask should still raise threshold for both polarities of test, since the pathways share a receptoral substrate. One would expect more masking, however, for tests with the same functional polarity as the masking event (Bowen & Wilson, 1994) . For example, activation of the OFF pathway by offset of positive contrast would elevate threshold for positive tests, but there should be even greater elevation for negative tests that are mediated through the activated pathway.
In Experiment 1, the opposite result is obtained across the entire range of base contrast.
The SOA functions of Figs 5-7, for 3 c/deg test and mask, demonstrate that the temporal spread of threshold elevation is relatively broad for both same and oppositepolarity stimuli. They also show that the peak elevation for opposite-polarity (i.e., same pathway) stimuli is not only smaller than for same-polarity (i.e., opposite pathway) stimuli, but occurs earlier.
If there were no interaction between ON and OFF pathways, the timecourse of threshold elevation should be similar for the two cases, since both pathways would be desensitized by the same lower level signals.
The SOA functions of Fig. 8 with 6 c/deg test and mask also provide evidence of inhibition between pathways. However, the opposite-polarity data show no local peak. This clear difference between the 3 and the 6 c/deg data rules out any possible physical explanation for test polarity effects that might have been overlooked in the analysis above. Any physical properties of the discrimination situation should apply equally to 3 and 6 c/deg and this predicts identical SOA functions which are not in fact obtained.
The lack of a peak for same-pathway activation with 6 c/deg stimuli and the presence of a local peak with 3 c/deg stimuli suggests that these spatial frequencies possibly favor different underlying visual mechanisms. In particular, a transient vs sustained or magno (M) vs parvo (P) pathway dichotomy seems applicable (Shapley, 1990) . The lower spatial frequency condition produces a same-pathway threshold elevation (transient process), while the higher spatial frequency condition lacks this peak (sustained process). This is a hypothesis that would require considerable additional work to support. The positive/negative threshold ratio vs SOA functions of Fig. 9 also give evidence of ON-OFF pathway interaction.
First, Fig. 9 indicates that at SOA = 333 msec, the ratio is near 1.0. This must reflect the impact of contrast adaptation from exposure to the mask. The ratio at mask onset would be much higher, but in the opposite direction to the functions in the figure (i.e., Bowen & Wilson, 1994; Bowen, 1995) . Mask offset disturbs the equilibrium established by contrast adaptation.
Consider the large change in the ratio at SOA = 500 msec. Could this be predicted from the nonlinear contrast responses of ON and OFF pathways, with the assumption of no interaction between ON and OFF pathways?
The question can be addressed with the graphical model given in Fig. 11 . This model assumes no interaction.
It also does not explicitly assume isolation, in that threshold level added-contrast (AC, or AC,,) can produce a response in either ON or OFF pathways. The sigmoidal contrast-response functions are typical of cortical simple cells (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Geisler & Albrecht, 1995) . If a high-contrast positive mask is turned off, this should strongly activate the OFF pathway (dashed lines, left function). Activation will create a threshold asymmetry based on the compressive nature of the response nonlinearity at high contrast. To produce a threshold response (AR) will require a larger negative test contrast (AC,; higher on the OFF nonlinearity) than a positive one (AC,; down the OFF nonlinearity).
If we assume that the positive test must be detected through the ON pathway (pathway isolation), then the threshold AC,, will either be no greater than AC, (AR determined from the mask contrast on the right function).
If the ON pathway mediates positive test detection but is not affected by the offset of the positive mask (i.e., isolation but no interaction), then AC, will be much smaller than AC,, since AR will increment from near the zero point on the function. This is the range of dipper facilitation.
(AR was made arbitrarily large in the figure to highlight the high-contrast asymmetry.) From this graphical analysis, a model with independent ON and OFF pathways predicts that threshold ratio will go in the opposite direction than occurs in data (Fig. 9) . In the example, the model predicts that at the offset of positive contrast, AC,/AC, will be less than 1 rather than much greater than 1, as is observed. The same logic applies to threshold ratios at the offset of negative contrast, and the prediction is again opposite to the data. An independent pathways model might be salvaged in some arbitrary modified form. For the present, it seems defensible to interpret the monotonic bumper discrimination function as reflecting ON-OFF inhibitory interaction. The SOA functions and corresponding threshold ratio functions are then taken as probing the time course of pathway activation (opposite-polarity stimuli) and of interaction between pathways (same-polarity stimuli). The delay of interaction is consistent with probable delays of a divisive control signal that is mediated through collateral neural fibers between ON and OFF pathways, as proposed in models of cortical contrast normalization (Heeger, 1992) .
Functional significance of ON-OFF pathway interaction
The SOA functions of Figs 5-8 also suggest an important functional role for pathway interaction:
interaction improves temporal resolution by inhibiting ongoing activity in the opposite pathway whenever stimulus contrast changes.
With both 3 and 6 cldeg masking conditions, the same-polarity SOA functions represent suppression of ON pathway activity at light bar offset or suppression of OFF pathway activity at dark bar offset. Without this inhibition, there would be greater persistence of ON or OFF pathway activity following stimulus offset (e.g., Bowen et al., 1974) , with a consequent degradation of temporal processing. This important function of between-pathway interaction complements the role that ON-OFF interaction serves in contrast normalization (Bowen & Wilson, 1994) . The fact that ON-OFF pathway interaction is generated at stimulus transients is consistent with a recent report by Edwards and Badcock (1994) that shows ON-OFF interaction in motion perception. They found that global motion perception thresholds for a group of dots within a field of randomly moving dots was impaired by the presence of opposite-polarity dots that did not carry the common motion signal. Other psychophysical paradigms seem to show complete independence of the ON and OFF pathways, notably size aftereffects of rectangular-wave grating adaptation (DeValois, 1977) and vernier acuity (O'Shea & Mitchell, 1990) . In these cases, the psychophysical paradigms may have tapped only the steady-state ON or OFF pathways. The interaction associated with contrast change in a pattern would, therefore, not be evident.
Invalidation of the uncertainty model
As a final point, 1 would like to examine the validity of the uncertainty model of facilitation (the dipper effect) in light of the pattern polarity and stimulus asynchrony effects on contrast discrimination reported here and in Bowen & Cotten (1993) and Bowen (1995) . The uncertainty model attributes the decrease in threshold at low mask contrasts to an increase in certainty about the spatial characteristics (location, spatial scale, etc.) of the added-contrast contrast signal (Nachmias & Kocher, 1970; Lasley & Cohn, 1981; Pelli, 1985) . Increasing certainty supposedly reduces the number of visual channels the observer must sample, reducing effective noise and lowering the value of AC (Lasley & Cohn, 1981) . Some time ago, Legge et al. (1987) showed that the uncertainty model could not correctly predict quantitative features of contrast discrimination with added extrinsic spatio-temporal noise. The present results and other recent data indicate that the uncertainty model fails on the critical grounds of predicting the direction or qualitative nature of effects in contrast discrimination, as follows.
In Bowen & Cotten (1993) and Bowen (1995) with conditions of simultaneous onset of AC and C, oppositepolarity stimuli produced monotonic discrimination functions, even though the decrease in uncertainty with increasing base contrast would presumably be equivalent for either polarity test and a given mask polarity. In the present experiments, uncertainty would presumably be minimized for a AC presented at the end of a long duration mask. The model would thus predict a dipper relation for same-polarity C and AC at the offset of C. On the contrary, a dipper relation is observed for oppositepolarity stimuli (Figs 2 and 3 ) and the low-contrast facilitation is absent with same-polarity stimuli. In general, the observations that the dipper effect does or does not occur dependent on the contrast polarity and asynchrony of C and AC are simply not consistent with the uncertainty hypothesis. Recent studies by Yang & Makous (1995) and Morgan and Dresp (1995) have also produced results that cannot be handled by the uncertainty model. At this point, this hypothesis ought to be considered definitively falsified as an account of lowcontrast threshold facilitation.
